Providing a unique student learning experience at WISE
At WISE, we aim to provide each student with a unique learning experience. We are
welcoming, kind and friendly to all of our students and we always act on any feedback from
students to ensure we are giving the best possible service.
Student’s needs and interests determine the class teaching plan
We always have the student’s needs and interests at the heart of our planning. For that
reason, although each course has a generic course syllabus, at the start of every 2 week
period, we create 2 weekly plans having asked the students for their input regarding
materials / topics / grammar areas / vocabulary, etc. The teacher also considers areas that
have cropped up that need to be addressed or revised from the previous 2 week cycle.
Students are involved in the planning of the course
As WISE offers continuous enrolment, we are aware that sometimes the needs of the class
change. For this reason we understand that having the students themselves involved in the
planning process can undoubtedly motivate them.
Students’ development and progress is recorded
We record the results of each student’s entrance test, progress tests and exit test. We also
keep in each class folder details of the termly tutorials. We believe that tracking the
progress of each student and showing them is fundamental to the motivation of each
student.
We promote British Culture
The core British Values are promoted throughout WISE not only through class discussion but
also through carefully selected materials. Teachers ensure that each week they cover one
aspect of British culture and this is represented in the 2 weekly plan.
Our British Cultural events provide an enriching experience
WISE also offers a cultural programme which runs twice per half term. Students are given
the opportunity to experience British games / events / food whilst practising their English
language skills and making friends.
Everything we do here at WISE is done with the aim of providing a beneficial, enjoyable
and enriching learning experience as well as offer an insight into British life and culture.
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